Endocan and the respiratory system: a review
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Abstract: Endocan, formerly called endothelial cell-specific molecule 1, is an endothelial cell-associated proteoglycan that is preferentially expressed by renal and pulmonary endothelium. It is upregulated by proangiogenic molecules as well as by pro-inflammatory cytokines, and since it reflects endothelial activation and dysfunction, it is regarded as a novel tissue and blood-based relevant biomarker. As such, it is increasingly being researched and evaluated in a wide spectrum of healthy and disease pathophysiological processes. Here, we review the present scientific knowledge on endocan, with emphasis on the evidence that underlines its possible clinical value as a prognostic marker in several malignant, inflammatory and obstructive disorders of the respiratory system.
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Introduction

Endocan, formerly called endothelial cell-specific molecule 1 (ESM-1), is a novel proteoglycan mainly upon stimulation by cytokines, namely tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), interleukin (IL)-1 and microbial lipopolysaccharide, as well as by proangiogenic factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Via its interaction with intercellular adhesion molecules, endocan exhibits a well-described inhibitory role on leukocyte binding to the vascular endothelium.1–6 These properties have highlighted its potential role as a biomarker of endothelial dysfunction and inflammation, while it has also been shown to be overexpressed in several human tumors and has, therefore, been implicated in the pathogenesis of malignancy and cancer angiogenesis.7–10

Based on its aforementioned tropism to lung endothelium and the accumulating research outcomes, despite the fact that its exact role has yet to be defined, endocan is being increasingly acknowledged as a promising agent in predicting and further understanding several inflammatory and malignant conditions of the respiratory system.

In the present review, we will commence by describing endocan’s general structure followed by a brief summary of its molecular and biological properties. We will then proceed with a presentation of the current information concerning its emerging significance in the prognosis and follow-up of patients with various respiratory conditions, as well as of the evidence pointing toward a possible future role in the diagnosis and study of obstructive and inflammatory lung disorders.

Endocan: general knowledge

Structure and expression

Endocan was first described and molecularly characterized in 1996 by Lassalle who isolated an endothelial cell-related molecule in a human umbilical vein endothelial cell cDNA library. In humans, it is encoded by a single gene, the ESM-1 gene,
localized on chromosome 5 at the position 5q11.2. Originally termed ESM-1, it was shown to exhibit significant cytokine-dependent functions during the inflammatory reaction and to be constitutively expressed in the endothelial cell network. Based on the latter, it was renamed accordingly, receiving its current name in 2001. Structurally, it is a 50 kDa soluble dermatan sulfate (DS) proteoglycan (PG) and as such comprises a protein core, covalently attached to a glycosaminoglycan (GAG)-type linear polysaccharide chain (Figure 1). The protein part is composed of 165 amino acids and possesses an N-terminal cysteine-rich region of 110 amino acids, which also includes an endothelial growth factor-like region, a phenylalanine-rich domain and a C-terminal region. It is linked to the GAG chain via serine 137 during posttranslational modification. The GAG chain contains 32 disaccharide residues consisting of an amino sugar (N-acetylglucosamine, glucosamine that is variously N-substituted, or N-acetylgalactosamine) and a uronic acid (glucuronic acid or iduronic acid with a ratio of 30/70).

Unlike most chondroitin/DS-containing proteoglycans, which are either extracellular matrix (ECM) or cell membrane associated, endocan belongs to a limited category of secreted proteoglycans, but displays no clear structural linkage to any of them. First of all, its small size and single DS chain distinguishes it from most ECM PGs, which are relatively large molecules, possessing several GAG chains. In contrast to the largest class of the ECM PGs, the small leucine-rich PGs, and the hyaluronan- and lectin-binding PGs (hyalec-tans), endocan does not contain the conserved leucine rich repeats of the former, nor the C-type lectin domains of the latter. Furthermore, compared to the existing DS PGs, endocan’s DS chain is shorter and characterized by a higher content of non-sulfated and disulfated disaccharides. GAG moieties of proteoglycans are responsible for their molecular interactions and consequently their properties. Accordingly, endocan’s saccharide chain, partly due to the conformational flexibility conferred by its iduronic acid residues and partly due to the binding properties associated with its highly sulfated domains, is considered critical for the molecule’s biological functions.

As already mentioned, endocan is secreted by activated endothelial cells, preferentially of the lung and less intensively of the renal vasculature, including tumor endothelial cells. Nevertheless, its expression is not entirely restricted to the endothelium. More recent studies have demonstrated its active synthesis by several normal, actively proliferative tissues, as well as by tissues undergoing neogenesis. Endocan overexpression has also been clearly demonstrated in malignant tissues such as melanoma, glioblastoma, renal and lung carcinoma, with the level of expression directly correlating to the severity of the disease. Tissue activity seems to be a prerequisite for endocan expression as it has not yet been described in quiescent tissues such as major vessels or the spleen.

**Binding properties**

Being a proteoglycan, the multifunctionality of endocan arises from its structure and involves intercellular interactions, which to a large extent depend on the interaction of the GAG chain and the protein core with various ligands. The latter has been well documented to bind to the β2 integrin CD11a/CD18, known as lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1 (LFA-1). LFA-1 is expressed in leukocytes and is important in the migration of neutrophils, monocytes and lymphocytes through its binding to the cellular adhesion molecules (CAMs) 1 and 2 that are expressed on vascular endothelium in inflammatory sites. Through its interaction with LFA-1, endocan inhibits the aforementioned binding and
consequently the LFA-1/intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1)-dependent leukocyte adhesion that normally occurs during inflammatory processes.²

As far as the GAG chain is concerned, it has been shown to mediate several biological functions with iduronic acid being fundamental in the protein binding properties of the molecule.¹⁰,¹⁶ One of these functions is the promotion of the hepatocyte growth factor/scatter factor-dependent proliferation of endothelial cells, a process that is implicated in angiogenesis, tumorigenesis and tumor progression.⁵,⁶,¹⁷ Taking into consideration the binding properties exhibited by the DS moiety, possible interactions of endocan with several other proteins cannot be excluded.¹⁸,¹⁹

**Regulation**
Consistent with endocan’s role in inflammation and endothelial activation, cytokines that provide activation signals for the functional potentiation of integrins and their conversion from low- to high-affinity state on leukocytes have been shown to induce its expression in vitro. Such cytokines are TNF-α and IL-1, which seem to increase not only the molecule’s m-RNA content of HUVEC cells but also its secretion.²⁰ Endocan m-RNA and its protein expression are also induced by VEGF,²¹ while transforming growth factor (TGF)-β1 and fibroblast growth factor-2 in vitro stimulate its release in endothelial cells and tumor cell lines.²² At the same time, others such as interferon-γ (IFNγ) and IL-4 seem to play an inhibitory and no role at all, respectively. IFNγ, in particular, interestingly exhibits a stronger inhibitory effect on endocan expression when combined with TNF-α, despite their usual synergistic effect on the expression of various pro-inflammatory factors and adhesion molecules.¹,²⁰

**Pathophysiological significance**
Due to its involvement in the regulation of cellular behavior and in an attempt to explore its potential significance as a biomarker, endocan’s role is increasingly being studied in a spectrum of healthy and disease pathophysiological processes.

Despite a certain controversy in literature in cases of low-grade inflammation, endocan’s blood levels have been found elevated in septic patients with increasing severity of illness as well as in immunocompromised patients with complicating bacterial infections. This underlines a possible future role in the differential diagnosis of the systemic inflammatory response syndrome and a predictive value in terms of clinical outcome.⁹,²⁰,²³ Such findings are, as expected, consistent with the reported higher levels of ICAM-1 and P-selectin in relation to the degree of the syndrome’s severity.²⁴–²⁶ Given the endothelium’s central role in its pathogenesis, endocan has also been studied in relation to Behcet’s-Adamantiades disease and has been found potentially significant as a biomarker.²⁷

The molecule was also recently investigated in relation to essential hypertension, as the pathogenesis of the latter is characterized by inflammation and interactions between the vasculature and circulating leukocytes, and its levels were found to be directly related to the blood pressure values.²⁸ It should be mentioned that hypertensive patients also exhibit elevated serum levels of E-selectin, P-selectin and ICAM-1 compared to normotensive individuals. This evidence is supportive of a protective role against complications, for instance atherosclerosis, through endocan’s competitive affinity for LFA-1 and provides a basis for further investigation in other conditions with underlying endothelial dysfunctions such as cardiovascular diseases and diabetes mellitus. Surprisingly though, despite the fact that obesity is a state of low-grade inflammation and is associated with enhanced release of adipokines and adhesion molecules, namely ICAM-1, circulating levels of endocan are decreased in obese individuals.⁷,²⁹

As far as endocan’s aforementioned potential role in tumor development and growth is concerned, it has motivated ongoing scientific activity with the majority of studies exploring its future use as a relevant biomarker. Recent studies indicate that endocan not only is upregulated in the presence of proangiogenic factors such as VEGF,²¹ but that it in turn enhances their mitogenic activity.³⁰ Furthermore, increased vascular expression of endocan has been demonstrated by its immunoreactivity within endothelial cells, and association with intra-tumoral microvascular density has been reported in studies involving glioblastoma, bladder, clear renal cell, colorectal and hepatocellular carcinoma as well as in malignant melanoma cases.²²,³¹–³⁶ Therefore, it is possibly involved in neoangiogenesis with its levels correlating with tumor aggressiveness and progression and could be valuable in monitoring treatment with antiangiogenic agents in cancer patients. This hypothesis is strengthened by the confirmation of its expression and specificity to endothelial tip cells.³⁷ Tip cells are a subpopulation of endothelial cells that are known to mediate vascular growth and to play an important role in neoangiogenesis. The recent identification of endocan’s expression and active secretion by tumor cells, which tend to express endothelial cell-associated genes, also suggests its possible pro-tumorigenic role, with higher degrees of expression being associated with increased tumor invasiveness.²²,³⁸
Not surprisingly, given the biological significance of the molecule’s DS, only fully glycanated endocan promotes tumorigenesis, although not without the contribution of its polypeptide.\textsuperscript{38,39}

Besides solid tumors, the molecule might also have a clinical impact in hematological malignancies, as suggested by recent attempts to evaluate it as a prognostic marker in acute myeloid and lymphoid leukemia.\textsuperscript{40,41} According to the results, its serum levels, as well as its cytoplasmic expression in bone marrow blasts, were associated with chemotherapy outcome, a finding which is again in consistence with VEGF’s reported role in leukemia-associated angiogenesis.\textsuperscript{42} This rapidly expanding research activity surrounding endocan is facilitated by the relatively simple laboratory methods developed for such purposes, including sandwich enzyme-linked immunoabsorbent assays, immunohistochemistry and immunoprecipitation. Sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays are commercially available for diagnostic purposes as well; can be applied in cell culture supernatants, serum or plasma; and could provide a useful tool for quick quantification of endocan levels in various clinical settings.

Endocan and the respiratory system

A considerable spectrum of lung diseases, ranging from atopic asthma and COPD to lung cancers, is invariably characterized by different degrees of endothelial damage and microvascular inflammation with accompanying upregulation of adhesion molecules, the expression of which mediates leukocyte trafficking and adherence to the endothelium. ICAM-1 and LFA-1 are thought to play a crucial role in airway inflammation and lung tumors with certain studies clearly demonstrating their upregulation, while others present with more or less conflicting results.\textsuperscript{43–50} Considering endocan’s selective expression in activated pulmonary endothelial cells and interaction with LFA-1, its role in lung disorders with underlying endothelial dysfunction is of particular interest as it could reflect the severity of such pathophysiological conditions. Nevertheless, data about the molecule’s role are just emerging since it has, surprisingly, not been studied extensively in clinical settings of the respiratory system (Table 1).

Lung neoplasms

As already mentioned in the previous section, the majority of existing endocan-centered studies have investigated it in relation to tumorigenesis. Taking into consideration the fact that endothelial endocan expression is stimulated by VEGF production by neoplastic cells, these two molecules are strictly connected. Nevertheless, in contrast to the abundant literature assessing VEGF expression and serum levels,\textsuperscript{51,52} presently only two studies have investigated endocan in relation to primary lung cancer.\textsuperscript{38,53}

In the study conducted by Scherpereel et al,\textsuperscript{38} the sera of patients with various lung cancers were collected upon diagnosis and prior to specific treatment. The revealed elevated endocan concentrations, directly correlating with the tumoral size, provided the first indication of the molecule’s possible use in the evaluation of the overall prognosis of such cases. The subsequent clinical study by Grigoriu et al\textsuperscript{53} evaluated endocan’s expression in lung in specimens of 24 non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) patients undergoing surgery, as well as in 30 previously untreated ones, and demonstrated a VEGF-dependent overexpression of both the molecules’ mRNA and protein in the tumoral, but not in the distal, healthy lung tissue. This study also suggested a close relationship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical condition</th>
<th>Sample size (N of patients)</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lung neoplasms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various lung neoplasms</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Endocan induces tumor growth</td>
<td>Scherpereel et al\textsuperscript{38}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-small cell carcinoma</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Endocan is overexpressed in non-small cell lung tumors</td>
<td>Grigoriu et al\textsuperscript{53}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute lung injury</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Lower levels of serum endocan are associated with development of ALI in trauma patients</td>
<td>Mikkelsen et al\textsuperscript{44}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute respiratory distress syndrome</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Endocan can predict disease severity and mortality in patients with ARDS</td>
<td>Tang et al\textsuperscript{70}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-acquired pneumonia</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Endocan levels correlate with the severity of CAP</td>
<td>Kao et al\textsuperscript{73}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstructive sleep apnea</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Endocan levels correlate with OSA severity</td>
<td>Atintas et al\textsuperscript{74}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary thromboembolism</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Endocan levels can be used to determine the severity of PTEs and follow-up thrombolytic therapy</td>
<td>Güzel et al\textsuperscript{75}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: N, number; S, sample; ALI, acute lung injury; ARDS, acute respiratory distress syndrome; CAP, community-acquired pneumonia; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; PTEs, pulmonary thromboembolisms.
between the elevated serum endocan levels and poor survival, with the cutoff level between survivors and non-survivors being 1.3 ng/mL. Lung biopsy molecular profiling studies, like the one conducted by Borczuk et al. which supports the use of gene expression profiles as predictive information about clinical outcome and has identified the ESM-1 gene among the ones associated with high risk of death within 1 year, represent an attractive future approach.

Acute lung injury/acute respiratory distress syndrome

In addition to lung neoplasms, endocan has also been studied in relation to acute lung injury (ALI) and acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) with more or less contradictory outcomes. These two conditions are characterized by acute onset, alveolar and endothelial injury, pulmonary edema and severe hypoxemia and are major complications of either pulmonary or extra-pulmonary insults. Clinical conditions that exert their effects directly on lung cells include diffuse pulmonary infection, aspiration and, less commonly, injurious ventilation, pulmonary contusion and toxic inhalation. On the other hand, indirect lung injury can be the result of sepsis, severe extrathoracic trauma, multiple blood transfusions, as well as several other causes of an acute systemic inflammatory response.

Irrespective of the noxious agent’s nature, it triggers an intense pulmonary inflammatory response with accumulation of pro-inflammatory mediators originating from activated platelets, alveolar macrophages, migrating leukocytes as well as injured tissues. Such mediators include thromboxane A2, TNF-β, VEGF and TNF-α and initiate a cascade of events leading to the disruption of the pulmonary endothelial functional and structural integrity that characterizes the condition. The upregulation of CAMs in particular, with subsequent enhancement of leukocyte and platelet recruitment and aggregation, is of key significance. The adherent platelets further release mediators that lead to endothelial activation, promoting its procoagulant properties, while leukocytes, particularly neutrophils, through their ICAM-1 interaction release reactive oxygen species, which induce oxidative injury. Studies emphasizing the role of markers denoting pulmonary endothelial dysfunction have been performed in an attempt to investigate the aforementioned pathogenetic mechanisms and have reported, despite a relative confliction, higher levels of VEGF, P-selectin, ICAM-1 and vWF in ALI patients.

Based on the aforementioned pathophysiological processes, endocan has been investigated as a predictive biomarker for the development of ALI or ARDS originating from severe sepsis in a 72-hour prospective study of 21 intensive care unit patients and nine healthy controls. Although significantly increased in the severe sepsis and septic shock patients versus the individuals belonging to the controls’ group, the molecule’s levels were found to be lower than expected in those patients who developed either ALI or ARDS at 48 and 72 hours compared to the ones that did not at the same time points. Despite the pathophysiological and clinical differences between ALI of traumatic and non-traumatic etiology, these findings are in accordance with another recent study attempting to associate endocan’s serum levels to the development of ALI triggered by major trauma. The outcome from both studies supports the hypothesis that endocan-mediated inhibition of leukocyte recruitment may exhibit a protective role against the development of ALI and ARDS (Figure 2) and if further verified, it could represent a future therapeutic approach. The results, at a molecular level, could be further explained by either a reduced release of endocan from pulmonary endothelial cells, or an increase of its proteolysis by neutrophil serine proteases.

By contrast, significantly elevated plasma endocan levels were observed by Tang et al. in pneumonia patients developing ARDS compared with ones that did not, and were further associated with an increased incidence of multiple organ dysfunction in these patients. The proposed responsible mechanism is the induction of the molecule’s synthesis by bacterial endotoxins as well as by pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1β and TNF-α.

The compromise of the pulmonary endothelial cell barrier in response to ALI is also strongly dependent on cytoskeletal remodeling, resulting in the disruption of the cytoskeleton network. These complex mechanisms involved in endothelial cell permeability are not fully explored. Nevertheless, they seem to include signal transduction pathways that involve, among others, protein kinase C, myosin light chain kinase, Rho and p38 kinase signaling, resulting in the phosphorylation of several cytoskeletal proteins. Endocan’s role in the aforementioned processes could be an attractive topic for future research. Its regulation by VEGF and the fact that the latter has been shown to stimulate the reorganization of endothelial actin and the formation of stress fibers could also be of relevance and should be taken into consideration.

Other clinical settings

At this point, it is worth mentioning that endocan has also been studied in less critical lower respiratory infections.
In their study, Kao et al attempted to evaluate endocan’s usefulness in differentiating healthy individuals from patients with pulmonary infections. More specifically, endocan levels were measured in 82 hospitalized patients with community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) and compared to those of healthy controls. The molecule’s levels were found to directly correlate to illness severity and response to antibiotic treatment in a more specific manner than to C-reactive protein concentrations or white blood cell counts. Based on the association of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and endothelial dysfunction, endocan was also very recently investigated in a prospective study by Altintas et al. The effect of the condition on the molecule’s levels was assessed in moderate-to-severe OSA patients, at baseline and following 3 months of continuous positive airway pressure treatment. According to the results, not only was endocan able to distinguish patients with OSA from individuals with suspected, though not confirmed, diagnosis but also further correlated with the severity of the condition, measured by the apnea-hypopnea index and the therapeutic response. Such data are supportive of OSA having an endothelium-dependent pathology, as well as of endocan’s potential role as a biomarker in the diagnosis and monitoring of affected individuals.

Finally, in a study of patients admitted with pulmonary thromboembolism (PTE), endocan levels demonstrated a significant difference not only between patients and controls but also between the patients’ clinical subclasses according to right ventricular dilatation. Endocan clearly showed a positive correlation with the latter and was significantly higher in the submassive and massive PTE cases than in the non-massive ones. As expected, since the molecule reflects endothelial integrity, the results are indicative not only of its possible value as a biomarker in such events but also in the determination of their severity.

**Future perspectives in inflammatory and obstructive lung disorders**

Endocan’s properties provide enough ground for further investigation in search of information about its possible value as a marker of several respiratory conditions. For instance, it has been reported that TGF-β and VEGF levels are elevated in complicated parapneumonic effusions and empyemas, with the latter exhibiting a predictive value for the development of residual pleural thickening. As both growth factors induce endocan’s expression we postulate that endocan correlates with parapneumonic effusions as well, but this hypothesis may warrant further investigation. Furthermore, although the demonstration of a causal relationship between endothelial dysfunction and chronic airway disease is challenging, there is accumulating evidence supporting an association between endothelial dysfunction, COPD and asthma.

Both systemic and bronchial inflammation with the observed elevated levels of TNF-α, IL-6, IL-8 and adhesion...
molecules and the increased bronchial leukocyte counts could be responsible for the atherosclerotic lesions that characterize many of the cardiovascular comorbidities of COPD patients. The airway vasculature has been assessed in such patients, and findings of altered small airway wall vascularity and reactivity are consistent with endothelial dysfunction, possibly linking bronchial obstruction to the functional changes of the endothelial arterial wall. In addition, as heightened systemic inflammation is associated with recurrent exacerbations, the inflammatory changes observed during the course of such episodes, including the levels of markers such as TNF-α and IL-6, have been shown to be of potential value in the exacerbation pattern prediction. As far as asthma is concerned, possibly due to inflammation, the airway circulation in such patients has been shown to be characterized by microvascular hyperpermeability, vascular remodeling that involves the whole bronchial tree, increase in subepithelial blood flow and endothelial dysfunction.

Taking into consideration endocan’s upregulation both in settings of endothelial dysfunction and in inflammatory processes of similar molecular patterns, there is adequate ground for future investigation of its role in the natural history of obstructive pulmonary diseases as well as in the follow-up of affected patients. The relationship of the molecule’s levels and the clinical outcomes of patients could be of importance, possibly in line with recent findings supporting an inverse relation between serum levels of VEGF and disease severity and is a potentially interesting field for further exploration. Endocan could furthermore provide information about the endothelial function of patients with different exacerbation phenotypes, not only contributing in the ongoing research of a possible causal relationship between endothelial dysfunction and COPD exacerbation pattern, but also in the determination of an optimal and individualized therapeutic approach.

**Conclusion**

Endocan is a promising novel marker of endothelial dysfunction with recent developments pointing toward possible future applications in the prognosis and staging of several inflammatory and malignant clinical conditions. The identification of its overexpression in NSCLC tissues, paired with the emerging evidence of a key role in respiratory disorders characterized by inflammatory response, underlines the fact that endocan could be considered as a biomarker of pulmonary-activated endothelial cells with promising potential applications. These could include, among others, its adoption as a biomarker in the severity assessment of CAP and PTE, the prediction of development of ALI, as well as its use as possible therapeutic target for these conditions. Endocan could also improve the prognostic evaluation of cancer patients and the identification of those with high-risk tumors, as well as the selection of appropriate chemotherapeutic regimens. Furthermore, it could not only aid the early detection and study of neoangiogenesis but also provide a new target for antiangiogenic therapies. Nevertheless, despite the solid pathophysiological basis, it has not been adequately studied nor evaluated, particularly in non-neoplastic lung diseases. At the moment, this represents, in our opinion, the biggest limitation in its use as a relevant biomarker. Therefore, further investigations are required in order to clarify its exact role in the aforementioned processes and to fully assess its suitability and consistency as a biomarker of respiratory diseases characterized by microvascular inflammation and endothelial damage.
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